At the bottom of pail 50, a series of flat stones were found at the same level as the burnt sand.

We returned to the northern part of the easternmost section and began again at 2.5 m. S. of N. scarp, taking by the surface found in at the bottom of pail 45.

Pail 51; Level 2
Under pail 45
From: 5.16, 5.165, 5.085, 5.090
To: 4.727, 4.702
Soil: packed, slightly greenish clay surface
But thin and patchy (best along walls) over soft sand
Pottery: separate bag of pottery which clearly rested on surface at top of pail 51, charcoal from surface
Other: all from surface: 2 charcoal; other:
Shell, bone
Inv.: C 3903 = chariot wheel fr. from surface;
C 3932 = closed vessel from sand below surface.

Now we changed pails at ca. 5.5 m. S. of the N. scarp, still reserving the foundation trench for Temple B, and removed the burnt sand layer in

Pail 52, Level 2
Under pail 49
From: 5.24, 5.085, 5.045, 4.840, 4.815
To: 4.892, 4.657
Soil: soft sand, much burnt red sand
Pottery: Proto-Geometric based on one
fr. of PG, kraterskos; frs. of C 3932 join pails 51, 52 + 54
Other: bone, shell, charcoal, stone

Inv.:

At the bottom of this pail, we found much rubble.
The rubble rests on a layer of sand mixed w/earth, which is lighter in color. The rubble appears to come from wall 5.
We continued in pail 51, sloping downward to the SE, until the level of the N. face of wall 15 had been reached. Wall 15 does not extend further E. than the block found in the eastern section of the trench.

Now we take the 40 cm. strip reserved for Bldg. A, Rm. 1 foundation trench and for the sub-foundations of Temple C to the N. of Temple B. in Pail 53, Level 2

Under Pail 47

From: 5.195 To: 4.747
Soil: packed, slightly greenish clay
Surface: over soft, clean sand
Pottery: separate bag for surface/1st pass
Undatable, possibly Protogeometric in both parts
Other: from surface/1st pass: shell, bone, charcoal; from rest: shell, bone, charcoal

Inv.:

The first pass in pail 53 took the surface found at the bottom of pail 47 down to the bottom of the foundation stones. The second pass took the clean sand below. Below the foundation stones and slightly above the bottom of pail 53, a patch of burning was visible in the scarp where Bldg A, Rm 1 abuts Temple C's sub-foundations.

After photography, we removed the stones found at the bottom of Temple B's foundation trench down to the 5th level of the rubble from wall 5 in Pail 54, Level 2

Under Pail 50

From: 5.085, 4.840 To: 4.895, 4.657
Soil: sand and rubble
Pottery: 10th-9th c. BC, 3 frs. of 1C3932 join pails 51, 52 + 54; 4 frs. of early type of P.G. kraterskos
Other: shell, bone
Inv.: C3933 - kraterskos close to those on first floor of Temple A.
Pottery from pail 56: main pail: 7th c. B.C., basically L.G. - E.O., based on majority of B.G. cup rims and 7th c. outturned+articulated bases as well as 8th c. flat bases; joins w/pails 57 and 58.

More working chips and bone lay under these stones. The bottom of Temple B blocks were found at 4.657 and there was a second course to the south, at the level of the rubble from wall 5 which ran under the stones removed in pail 54.

Now we remove the rubble from walls in Pail 55, Level 2
Under Pail 52 + 54
From: 4.892, 4.657
To: 4.677, 4.712, 4.642, 4.637
Soil: sand surrounding rubble
Pottery: Iron Age?, very scrappy, non-feature sherd, some Iron Age fabrics, some Minoan
Other: charcoal, shell, bone

Inv.: We stopped at the bottom of Temple B blocks.
Now we returned to the area west of wall 16 and north of Bldg. J for 2.5 m. in Pail 56, Level 2
Under Pail 29
From: 4.892
To: 4.655
Soil: sand, burnt alongside wall 16
Pottery: (jons 29?); separate bucket for stone
Other: shell, iron, bone, stone + 485 beach pebbles (at side)
Inv: c 4031 - Corinthian lekythos, C 4032 - Corinthian skyphos, C 4033 - Corinthian non-jointing fits from 3 pots
A burnt area (camp fire?) was found alongside wall 16 from 20 cm. N. of Bldg. J to 1m. N. of Bldg. J, and about 5 m. wide.
We continued digging west of wall 16 in Pail 56 which included both the burnt area and the surrounding area.

East of wall 16, from 2-5 m., S. of the N.
Scarp to wall 15 and the line of rubble east of wall 15 was taken in:
  Pail 57, Level 2
  Under 28.51 + 53
From 4.89, 4.727, 4.77, 4.702
To 4.51, 4.3245, 4.4, 4.2
Soil: relatively clean, soft sand fill
Pottery: Separate bucket for western one meter: to 6th c.
B.C., but with much 8th-7th c. B.C. - joins w/ Pail 59, 6th contamination?
Other: charcoal, shell, bone, iron nail
Inv. : Mi 91: iron knife blade fr., C4038 juglet neck
C4039 hydria, C4040, 8th c.?? B.G. cup, C4045 - Corinthian jug base
East of wall 16
The fact that clean sand fill is at the same level as the area of burning full of limpets and pottery west of wall 16 indicates that wall 16 was a retaining wall for sand fill to the west of Temple 13.

In Pail 56, we removed a stone (48 x 26) set against the N. wall of Bldg. 5 at the level of the use of wall 16.

We changed pails west of wall 16 in order to see if this area was used over a long period of time or all at one time.
The new pail, completely below wall 16, is:
  Pail 58, Level 2
  Under Pail 56
From: 4.655 To: 4.495, 4.325
Soil: burnt black sand
Pottery: pot w/ contents, Cor. 48. for special cleaning
7th-8th c., based on B.G. cups, joins w/ pails 56 and 57.
white rock, Other: charcoal, pillow, shell, stone
85 beach pebbles (not collected), pot contents, iron, bone
Inv.: C3922 = reused base w/ limonite
S909 cobble (joining fr. of C4031 + C4032 + C4033)

This Pail 58 differs from 56 as the layer is burnt black throughout the area west of wall 16 and below a thin layer of unburnt sand.
Alongside the N. wall of Bldg. J. we found the
base of a pot cut down and perforated and
used upside down with some yellow substance
inside. The bottom of mail 58 came at
the bottom of the 2nd preserved course of Bldg. 
J where the soil was no longer burnt and
where there were a few flat stones.

Now that we are well below wall 16
on all sides, we remove wall 16 in:

Pail 59 Level 2
Under Pail
From: 5.15 To: 4.390
Soil: dark earth and sand supporting stones
Pottery: 8th-7th c. B.C. based on B.G. cups, joins with
57 which joins with joins w/58 which joins w/56
Other: shell, 20 beach pebbles (not collected).

Gypsum, Stone, Iron
Inv: 8th-7th c. B.C. based on B.G. cups,

C 4048 Imported? Skyphos, C4049 jorum, S405 cobbles
S906 cobbles (joining frs. of C4045)

Now we return to the area east of Room D
from the line of rubble at 5.5 m S. of the W
scarp to the South in:

Pail 60 Level 2
Under Pail 55
From: 4.712, 4.637 To: 4.655, 4.385
Soil: sand around rubble
Pottery: separate bag for pottery under rubble; in
rubble: to B.G. based on B.G. kraters; frs. under rubble: L.M. scraps only
Other: stone, shell, charcoal, bone
Inv: S913 - cobbles

The line of rubble is on top of a rubble wall
visible from where sand was removed to the north
in Pail 57.
July 15, 1981

We continued digging in Pail 57, now including the area to the west of the place where wall 16 stood. The finds from this area to the west will be kept separate as the density of pottery is still greater here than in the sand fill to the east.

We continued digging in pail 60, removing the rubble and defining the lines of the walls to the N. and S. (Walls 15 and 5). The interior space, Space B, will now be excavated in.

Pail 61, Level 2

Under Pail 60

From: 4.655, 4.545, 4.465, 4.385
To: 4.215, 4.12, 4.15, 4.095, 4.10

Soil: Dark brown sandy soil and rubble
Pottery: Protogeometric and earlier, mixed unit of 2 Ph.

Fr. 4 CM III (probably III A), five CM I, a few MM III
Other: Shell, charcoal, stone

Inv. 4 1/25 Canaanite jar rim

More rubble was removed in pail 61. The top of east face of wall 5 was exposed pail 61.

In pail 57, the north face of wall 15 as previously discovered was found to be resting on two blocks over one meter long each, continuing the line of the north wall of Block, S. The line of wall 15 at the level of these two blocks continues to the east but with smaller blocks and noticeable gaps, suggesting a blocking wall at this point.

Rubble was found to the North of wall 15 from the top level of the two blocks downward. The soil in pail 61 became more clay-like as we went down until we found a burnt red patch.
July 16, 1981

We continued digging in pail 57 until we were fairly certain we were below post-Minoan levels throughout the area north of wall 15, rubble from Minoan walls began to appear and the level of the LM III floor of Bldg. J was near. Now the area N. of wall 15 will be taken in:

Pail 62, Level 3
Under pail 57
From: 4,51, 4,245, 4,4, 4,2
To: 4,149, 4,165, 4,095, 4,155
Soil: soft sand
Pottery: probably 7th century B.C., scrappy, L. 8th-6th-7th.
BG. cup base, Iron Age amphora rim, mostly IA, a little Minoan
Other: shell, bone, plaster, charcoal from patch of burning
Inv.: 

We continued digging in pail 61 until we had cleared most of the rubble, had found several patches of burning from the destruction, and were close to the pebble floor found in trench 37A. Now space A-B will be taken in:

Pail 63, Level 3
Under pail 61
From: 4,215, 4,15, 4,155, 4,0
To: 4,04, 4,06, 3,99, 3,83, 3,92
Soil: dark brown clay-like earth with patches of black and red burning and gray clay floor
Pottery: 2 buckets, Pots 1-7, LM III A2, mixed nat like pail 61, mostly worn LM III A2, some MM III scrappy pots on floor, not distinguished
Other: charcoal, shell, lime, plaster, mudbrick
Inv.: 6,126 Dark Burnished vessel (crushed shape), C 4127
Cyproite White-Slipped II "milk-bowl", C 4128 overfired sherd - master?
C 4129 Potter's tool?, 5 945 cobble, 5 940 Carnelian jar, fragment
At bottom of pail 62 we found a black patch of burning. At the bottom of pail 63 we found the pebble floor.
July 17, 1961

We continued digging in D2 until we found burnt black sand at both the east and west ends of the area, and much rubble was exposed north of wall 15.

We returned to Room D and began excavating, removing the floor 3 in the process.

In the north half of the room:
- **Pail 64, Level 3**
- Under Walls 22, 23, and 25
  - From: 4.66, 4.7, 4.62, 4.62, 4.69
  - To: 4.66
  - Soil: hard dark brown earth, mixed w/sand
  - Pottery: separate bag for floor 3, all above incl. floor 4
  - Floor 3: 
  - Floor 4: MMIII-LMI, scraps, not closely datable
  - Other: plaster, shell, stone

Inv.: 5969 - 5971 cobbles

After removing of floor 3 incl. the seat from floor 1, we found clay-like soil with bits of white, probably decomposed material from the walls which fell in at the destruction of room whose floor we will find below.

After photography, we excavated the burnt black sand patch located at 1 m. N. of wall 15 and 1 m. W. of the east scarp in pail 62. It was 0.6 m. in diameter and 0.10 m. deep in the center. Now we change in the area N. of wall 15 to:

- **Pail 65, Level 3**
- Under pail 62
  - From: 4.19, 4.165, 4.095, 4.155
  - To: 4.095, 3.77, 3.19, 3.755
  - Soil: rubble surrounded by sand
  - Pottery: separate bag, pottery from hearth (possibly contaminated by scarp)
  - Other: bone, pumice, charcoal, shell from inside and around hearth; bone and shell from elsewhere

Inv.
We continued digging in pail 65, discovering a N-S blocking wall (Wall 17) perpendicular to Wall 15 and a short E-W wall (Wall 18) running from the north end of Wall 17 to the east. Within the area defined by Walls 15, 17, and 18, the sand was burnt and fragments of one large coarse vessel were found on top of the rubble and sand in this area; but there was no other sign of the activities for which these walls were built to surround. The exception is a 3-sided slab surrounded hearth containing and surrounded by burnt sand with some charcoal and a couple of shells.

We stopped digging in pail 64 while still above the level of the pebble floor in Space 5. We now excavate in Room D, south half, taking up floor 3 in Pail 66, Level 3 Under Pails 22, 23, 25

After we removed floor 3, we discovered a floor (floor 4) which was not found in the north half of the trench. This was distinguished by a roughly built hearth in the SE corner of the room. The soil in the hearth was taken separately within pail 66. The distinction of this floor in the north half of the room may have been when we began to find the clay-like fill with many bits of plaster, which was from below floor 4.

Now we removed the blocking of the doorway in the SW corner of Room D in several passes, representing the different floor
Walls, features and floor deposits at bottom of pails 63, 65, + 73

Room D, floor 4 with hearth from NW

K81/6:3, looking SE
July 21, 1981

We continued digging in pails 69 and 68. We stopped digging in pail 68 when the level of the north half of the room had been reached and we were under wall 4.

Now we remove wall 4 in:
Pail 70, Level 2.5
Under: Trench 37A
From: 4.995
To: 4.29
Soil: sand then earth then plaster/packed earth

Juglet neck in third pass along with a few MMIII-LMI frags.
One datable LMI sherd in 2nd pass.
Other: 2nd pass: shell, plaster; 3rd pass: plaster

Inv:
The removal of wall 4 took place in 3 passes. The first pass was the removal of the large flat stone at the top; no finds were made. The second pass was removal of the roughly built rubble wall. The third pass was the removal of the earth supporting the wall; this earth is the same as the fill below floor 4.

We removed rubble fallen from the wall above in pail 68, which was also under pail 70.
Now that we are close to the floor throughout Room D, we begin digging throughout in:
Pail 71, Level 3
Under 3 pails: 64, 68, 70
From: 4.13, 4.075, 4.02, 4.29
To: 4.05, 4.06, 4.075, 3.955, 3.95
Soil: claylike, greenish earth w/plaster bits
Pottery: LMI, probably LMI B, based on several small LMI cup frs.; 1 large decorated jar neck; some MM

Other: mudbrick, shell, plaster, charcoal

Inv:
We began digging again in the northernmost section of the trench.

Pail 72, Level 2
Under Pails 20 + 37
From: 5,085, 5,03, 5,57, 5,58
To: 5,33, 5,01, 5,315, 9,96
Soil: mixed earth and sand, hard from sun and exposure
Pottery: 2 qty 2 buckets from burnt surface at bottom of pail.
Undecorated + undated
Other: from burnt surface: charcoal, pumice, bone, shell,
bronze: from rest: stone, shell, shell near pot surrounded by soil.
Inv.: C4, 256: cup, LPG-MG
C4, 257: cup, LPG-MG
B 215: bronze fr.

In pail 71, we found a harder, packed clay surface with a few dark pebbles but without any features or pottery on the surface. Because this level was even with the line of stones at the entrance to Room D, we thought it may be a swept clean floor. So we changed to:

Pail 73, Level 3
Under: Pail 71
From: 4,08, 4,09, 4,075, 3,955, 3,95
To: 4,02, 3,99, 3,94, 3,74, 3,96
Soil: medium brown hard clay like soil of plaster.
Pottery: 1 qty 5: half, 2 qty 5: half
LM131A/B based on C2503, rest is small scraps
Other: 3 plaster, stone, shell, bone, charcoal
Inv: P29 - P30 painted plaster; C2503: LM131A/B
Amphoroid krater fr. which joins w/ 278; 2 qty 2B, 2 qty 3A; 2 qty 2B, 2 qty 1

We began digging in the S half of the room and quickly found a large potsherd and plaster, so we began dry-sieving to find the floor debris and the pot plaster.

In pail 69, we found rubble fallen from wall 15. The level at the bottom of 69 presumably represents a time when Room D lost its roof. We removed the rubble in pail 69 also.

The scarp between the northern and northernmost section of the trench (EN line 25 m south) collapsed.
No steps of surface appeared and the floor then was not perceptible, so we decided that the floor had been removed. Now we take the southern half of Room D down to the level of fly southern half in the second two bukets in Paul 73.

In the southern half of Room D we found the mixed dark brown earth and plaster of the southern half of Room D. We found five stones of the upper level at the west end of Room 73. The surface of the floor was patchy. We thought there might be steps down to an under Paul 74 level of the room.

The western wall of the same level as the bottom of the large block of Room 1. This is the same level as the bottom of the large block were found a couple of small unburnt slabs.

We continued digging in Paul 72 until the burnt surface was burned charred and the walls were burned. We continued digging in Paul 73 until the large stones were found at the bottom of the room.
Pot surrounded by slabs alongside base of large block on surface at bottom of pail 72 and top of pail 78.

---

We continued excavating in the first of two buckets in pail 72 to the west of the large block. A 40 cm. wide strip reserved for a foundation trench to Bldg. A, Rm. 1 was taken down to the level of the burnt surface found in pail 72.

1. **Under Pail 76, Level 2**: From 5.29 to 5.315
   - Soil: compacted sand mixed w/ some earth
   - Pottery: 7th c. B.C., some 7th c. B.C. cup frs., one small Cor. kylix fr, 2 large hydria frs.
   - Other: stone, shell
   - Inv.

   At this level we found a foundation trench defined by line time parallel to the west wall of Bldg. A, Rm. 1 where the burnt surface stopped.
   - The foundation trench was taken in:
     - Pail 76, Level 2
     - Under Pail 75
     - From: 5.34, 5.315 to 5.155, 5.115
     - Soil: light brown sand mixed w/ earth
     - Pottery: 7th c. B.C., same as and joins with Pail 75
     - Other: shell
     - Inv.

   The foundation trench is about 0.40 m. wide.

   Now we dig the burnt surface containing much carbon in:
   - Pail 77, Level 2
   - Under Pail 72
   - From: 5.34, 5.315
   - To: 5.15, 5.1
   - Soil: medium brown earth, sand w/ much carbon
   - Pottery: to 7th c. B.C., but not as late as 610 B.C., on shoulder frs. w/ concentric semicircles and C4397
   - Other: charcoal and one large piece charcoal.
   - Inv.: C4397: trefoil lipped oinochoe 7th-8th c. B.C.
The burnt area was limited to an area from 0.50 m S of the N scarp to the south and from Bldg A, Rm 1 to 1.20 m. East, in line with the north and west faces of the large block.

The rest of the soil to the west in this layer will be taken separately in:

Pail 78, Level 2
Under pail 72
From: 5.34, 5.07, 5.315, 4.96
To: 5.045, 4.94, 5.08, 4.83
Soil: earth + sand
Pottery: 7thc. B.C., scrappy + with Minoan frs., joins 1st bucket of pail 79
Other: iron, shell, promice

Inv: C/398 Corinthian kotyle late 8th - 7thc. B.C.

At the bottom of pail 78, burnt sand was found.
We continued digging in pail 78 until the entire area of northernmost area was level with the burnt sand but on a slope downward to the south and west.

Now we begin digging in a new pail: Pail 79, Level 2

Under Pails 77 and 78

From NE: 5.15, 4.94, 5.09, 4.83
To: 5.11, 4.71, 5.0, 4.45

Soil: soft sand, some burnt areas, some earth areas

Pottery: separate bag from earth in NE corner, not for special cleaning, separate bag from alongside Bldg A, Rm 11 (bag from NE corner)

Other: bone, shell, stone, charcoal

Inv: frs. of C4398 (Cor. kotyle), C4399: 7thc. B.G. cup

C4400: 6thc(?), jug base, C4401 amphora neck, C4404 Kommos cup?

There was a noticeable concentration of earth (as opposed to sand) in the north east corner of the trench. After the first pass, we no longer excavated in this area, from which the pottery was kept separate.

Excavation in pail 79 was limited to the soft sand. At the bottom of pail 79, rubble began to appear in patches throughout the trench. We hypothesize that there will be rubble throughout, so we change to a new pail, to clear down to the rubble throughout the western part, which is

Pail 80, Level 2

Under Pail 79

From: 4.77, 4.765, 4.445
To: 4.77, 4.55, 4.373

Soil: sand above rubble

Pottery: in 2 buckets, LM III A2 (no obvious II B), one large sherd, much MM, much med. coarse, worn, scratchy

Other: bone, pumice, stone, shell

Inv: C4537 Khania cup? S1039 + S1040 cobbles
In the eastern part, where there is more earth mixed with the sand and still some burnt sand, we clear the rubble in:

Pail 51, Level 2
Under Pail 59

From 5.18, 4.95
To 5.20, 4.53

Soil: earth mixed w/ sand + some burning

Pottery: LM III + I scraps

Other: shell

In v:

The dividing line between the east + west parts is at about 3.5 m. W. of Bldg. A, Rm. 1.
We continued digging in Pail 80 and 81, cleaning rubble and defining the sand pit between the eastern and western sections of rubble.

**The sand pit will be taken in Pail 83, Level 2**

**Under Pail 79**
- N 4.81 to 4.72
- From 3rd pass: 5 - 4.035
- Soil: 1st pass: soft clean sand, 2nd pass: burnt black sand, 3rd pass: soft clean sand
- Pottery: 3 passes bagged separately, 1st pass: Minoan sherd, 2nd pass: LM III sherd + cooking ware, 3rd pass: LM III goblet base and scraps
- Other: stone anchor fr. in rubble at bottom of 1st pass above burnt sand
- Inv.: S1045 anchor?

The first pass removed soft clean sand down to and including rubble fallen from the east side of the pit. The second pass removed burnt black sand on which the rubble rested but which overlaid rubble to the west. At the bottom of the second pass, earth appeared at the north end of the pit but clean sand remained at the south end up to the level of the top of the large block at the SW. At the bottom of the third pass we found earth running down to three steps going down to the SW. At the west, the rubble did not continue and we dug another sand pit in Pail 82, Level 2

**Under Pail 80**
- From: 4.66 - 4.43
- To: 3.638
- Soil: soft sand and some flat slabs
- Pottery: in 2 buckets: 8th-7th c., BC, + Minoan scraps = lot 2
- Other: shell, stone, plaster?
- Inv.: S1037 cobble, S1038 cobble

The westernmost part of Pail 82 taken in the first of 2 buckets appeared to be only where the rubble dipped down sharply to the south. The second of 2 buckets took soft sand down to the level where we had previously stopped excavation to the south.
Excavation of the staircase:

K81/7:16, looking N  K81/7:17, looking NW
The staircase before excavation - top of Paul 83

K81/7:22, looking N  K81/7:24, looking N
The staircase covered by a layer of burnt sand - top of 2nd pass in Paul 83

K81/7:23, looking N

K81/7:35, looking NE  K81/7:36, looking NE
The staircase covered by earth like a lake roadway - bottom of Paul 83, top of Paul 85

K81/8:5, looking N
The staircase at the end of excavation - bottom of Paul 87

Now we take the foundation trench alongside Block A, Room 1. Down to the level where burning was found to the southwest (top of Paul 57) and below the stones supporting A1's foundations in Paul 84, Level 2

Under Paul 79

From: 5.11 5  To: 4.83, 4.825
Soil: earth mixed w/sand
Pottery: LM III A2-B scraps
Other: none
Inv.:
We continued digging in Pail 84 until it was proven that there were no more courses in the west wall of Bldg. A, Rm. 1. The rest of the soil from below Pail 84 down to the rubble to the west will be left to help support the wall.

We returned to the staircase in Pail 84, Level 3
Under Pail 83
From: 4.06, 3.64 To: 3.99
Soil: earth, dark brown, + compacted sand
Pottery: LM III sherds, worn and undiagnosable

Other: shell
Inv.:

At the bottom of Pail 85, we had cleared altogether five steps, becoming shallower and smaller as they go up to the north. Above the top step is an earth road surface with sherds on the surface + some pebbles.

We continued excavating at the north and east to explore the relationship of flat slabs in the northeast to the steps below in Pail 87, Level 3
Under Pail 85
From: 3.99 To: 3.96
Soil: dark brown earth
Pottery: LM III A2, B based on fine ware, most sherds are worn, coarse, hard to date, scraps
Other: stone, shell, bone, bronze

Inv. C 4574 closed vessel, foreign?
S 1059 cobble, C 5121 oikos' floor
The slabs appear to be an earlier ramp below the staircase as one runs under a step.